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Archeologist/Historian Training
Directions: Working together as a group, read each question aloud to the group and then discuss possible
answers and reasons for choosing them. Make sure that everyone participates. As you examine the
different examples, consider the challenges faced by archeologists and historians in uncovering the past
and record them on your organizer at the bottom of your notes sheet.
Archeological Evidence: Which of the following is NOT an artifact? Circle and explain why.

Written Sources: Indicate whether the sources are primary or secondary by writing a P or an S.
_____ World History textbook writing about the life of Julius Caesar
_____ Eyewitness account of the Ottoman conquest of Constantinople
_____ Newspaper article discussing the current presidential election
_____ Ancient Greek Historian writing in 440 BCE about an Egyptian Pharaoh who lived in 1310 BCE

The Ancient Coin: You are an archeologist, and you have just been presented
with a coin by a man who claims to have found it by chance in Afghanistan near the border
of Iran. He insists it is an authentic ancient coin from the time of Alexander the Great. It
shows the face of a man resembling Alexander, and is even marked with the date 238 BC. Is
the coin authentic or is it a forgery? How can you tell?

The Victorious King: You are an historian

examining royal records of an Egyptian Pharaoh from the 18th
Dynasty. The records mainly tell of the Pharaoh’s many
victories over neighboring kingdoms, in which his enemies
were utterly crushed by his superior soldiers and weapons.
There is no mention of a single defeat. Would it make sense to
conclude from this evidence that the Pharaoh never lost a
battle? Why or why not?

Motel of the Mysteries: A satire on archeology, Motel of the Mysteries makes fun of the
tendency of some archeologists to speculate (guess) and exaggerate when analyzing their findings. In the book,
which takes place in the distant future after the United States has collapsed, archeologists visit what was once a
small roadside motel, which they mistake for a sacred burial chamber! Examine the images and captions below and
then answer the questions.

The archeologist describes the “Great
Altar,” a television atop a dresser
(below), as follows: “This magnificent
structure, toward which everything in
the outer chamber was directed,
represents the essence of religious
communication as practiced by the
ancient North Americans. …[it] was
capable of communication with a large
number of gods… Below the exquisite
glass face of the upper altar are a
number of sealed spaces for offerings.”

The image of the archeologist’s assistant wearing the “Sacred
Collar and Ceremonial Headband” (top left) is an intentional
parody of the real image of the wife of Heinrich Schliemann, the
archeologist who excavated Ancient Troy (and was known for
inaccurate speculation), wearing what he called the “Jewels of
Troy,” which was later identified as a decorative belt (top right).

Detailed drawing of the fabulous discovery made in the inner burial chamber (above left). “Wearing the
Ceremonial Head Dress, [the body] had been placed in a highly polished white sarcophagus…”
In general, when the use or purpose of an object is unclear, what type of explanation is often given?

What lessons about archeology should we take from these satirical misinterpretations?

Relative Dating Methods
For artifacts such as pottery that
change in style over time,
archaeologists can group similar
artifacts and then order the groups
in the series from earliest style to
latest style.

Archaeologists can create the
chronology of artifacts based on the
fact that, in general, older artifacts
are found in lower levels of the site
the newer ones.

When the ages of geological features
at the site are known, archaeologists
can use these dates to help
determine the ages of material
remains found near them.

Absolute Dating Methods
Coins found in excavations may have
their production date written on
them, or there may be written
records describing the coin and
when it was used, allowing the site
to be associated with a particular
calendar year.

Because the age of the tree can be
determined by studying the inside of
its trunk, archaeologists can
determine fear the accurate pages
for structures built from wood.

All living things contain carbon-14, a
radioactive element that decays at a
set rate. Archaeologists can use
carbon-14 levels to date the remains
of once living items such as bones,
wood, and ash.

How might you determined the ages of 10 pots found buried under the floor the wooden building?

Discovery in Zimbabwe: You have been
involved in an archeological excavation of Great
Zimbabwe, the ruins of a city in southern Africa that was
abandoned hundreds of years ago and about which little
is known. You and your team have just discovered
foreign artifacts such as Arabian coins and pieces of
Chinese pottery in the ruins of the city! How can you
explain the presence of these artifacts at the site of Great
Zimbabwe, and what can they possibly tell us about the
people who once lived in Great Zimbabwe? Explain your
theory below.

Perspectives in Conflict: You are researching an event that took place in the 1870s when the
English explorer Henry Morton Stanley travelled along the Congo River in Africa, and you have come across two
primary sources that seem to tell very different stories of the same event. One account is from Stanley, and the
other is from the chief of the tribe they encountered. Read the accounts, consider the perspectives of both men,
and try to figure out what really took place.

“The canoe-men, standing up, give a loud shout as they [notice] us, and blow their
horns ever louder. There are fifty-four of them! A monster canoe leads the way… their
bodies bending and swaying in unison as with a swelling barbarous chorus they drive
down towards us… I turn to take a last look at our people, and say to them, ‘Boys, be
firm as iron; wait until you see the first spear, and then take good aim. Don’t fire all at
once. Keeping aiming until you are sure of your man. Don’t think of running away for
only your guns can save you.’”
–Henry Morton Stanley
“When we heard that the man
with the white flesh was [coming]
we were open-mouthed with
astonishment… We assembled the great canoes. We swept
forward, my canoe leading, the others following, with songs of joy
and with dancing, to meet the first white man our eyes had beheld,
and to do him honor. But as we drew near his canoes there were
loud reports, bang! Bang! And fire-sticks spit bits of iron at us.
‘War! That is war!’ I yelled.”
–Chief Mojimba

After analyzing the two accounts, what do you think really happened?

Would you consider either or both of these accounts to be biased? Why is it important to examine multiple
perspectives on the same event?

Bias in sources is not necessarily a bad thing. What can a biased source show that an unbiased source would not?

